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Outline of Presentation 

• Brief background on the role of 

radiobiology in ion beam radiotherapy 
 

• Current status of radiobiology in treatment 

planning for Carbon Ion Therapy 
 

• Summary of common problems needing 

improvements 
 

• Future Directions 
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CANCER 

Cancer is a major public health 

problem worldwide and is the 

major cause of death for those 

<85 years of age (Siegel et al., 

2012). 
 

Radiotherapy alone or 

combined with surgery and/or 

medical treatments has been a 

major means of fighting cancer 

since the discovery of X-ray by 

Roentgen in 1895 (Thariat et 

al., 2013). 
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Cancer cell under 

attack by macrophage 

U. Penn 



Prostate Cancer Radiotherapy 1935-

2010 

Footer 5 Thariat et al., Nature Reviews Clinical Oncology 10:52-60, 2013 



Colony of Malignant Human Mammary 

Epithelial Cells Vs. Normal Phenotype 

Footer 6 Fletcher & Bissell, 2012 



Therapeutic Targeting of the Hallmarks of Cancer 

Footer 7 
Hanahan & Weinberg, Cell 2011 

 



Signaling Interactions in the Tumor 

Microenvironment 

Footer 8 

Hanahan & Weinberg, Cell 2011 

 



Intracellular Signaling Networks Regulate 

the Operation of the Cancer Cell 

Footer 9 Hanahan & Weinberg, Cell 2011 

 



Cells of the Tumor Microenvironment 

Footer 

Hanahan & Weinberg, Cell 2011 



Molecular Discoveries & Radiotherapy 

• How do these discoveries help 

radiotherapy with conventional or 

emerging radiation modalities? 

 

• The information must be validated and 

integrated into treatment planning. 

Footer 11 



There is a Growing Role of Molecular Biology 

 in the Management of Cancer 

• New classifications and subclassifications of 

tumors have emerged depending on the 

involvement of various cellular molecular 

pathways with proapoptotic or antiapoptotic 

actions. 

• Tailoring the treatment of cancer to each of these 

new categories of cancer is becoming daily 

practice. 

Footer 12 

Thariat et al., 2012 

 



Radiotherapy of Cancer is  

Participating in Personalized Medicine 

• Working with multidisciplinary teams of surgeons 

immunologists, and medical oncologists, 

radiation oncologists choose the right tumor to 

be irradiated according to these new molecular 

subcategories. 

• Taking advantage of the vast set of different 

modes of radiotherapy machines and techniques 

to optimally select the best technique and tailor 

the dose distribution to the tumor. 

Footer 13 

Thariat et al., 2012 



A Major Problem for Treatment Planning 

• Physical measurements of absorbed 

particle radiation doses are currently 

inadequate to estimate biological 

outcome of cell- & tissue-specific 

effects from exposures at the 

stopping ranges of particle beams 

from stopping protons to heavier ion 

beams. 

Footer 14 



What does Radiobiology contribute? 

• A wide range of biophysical, biological and clinical models. 

• A range of estimates of biological effectiveness that are 

dependent on the biological model used for individual ion 

beams as a function of Z, E and physical dose relative to a 

known low-LET radiation source---the Relative Biological 

Effectiveness. 

• Comparison of acute and late radiosensitivity and repair 

potential. 

• Identification of biological variables that can alter radiation 

exposure. 

• Identification of molecular characteristics that can be used 

to image discreet biological or clinical structures and 

functions. 

 

•   
Footer 15 



Lawrence Berkeley National 

Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 
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FIRST PROTON THERAPY PATIENT TREATED 

 September 1954 

Prof. Cornelius A. Tobias 

 
•1948: Biology experiments using protons 

•1954: Human exposure to accelerated proton, 

deuteron and helium ion beams 

•1956-1986: Clinical Trials– 1500 patients 

treated 



Theoretical range energy and stopping 

power for various heavy ions in water 

Steward, 1968 



Why Heavier Hadron Beams? 

Precision Therapy Conformed to Tumor 

Sparing of Normal Tissues 

Increased DNA Damage in Tumor 

Increased Effect on Hypoxic Tumors 

Less Repair of Sublethal and Potentially 
Lethal Damage in Cell Cycle 

Short Overall Treatment Course 

Use of Radioactive Beam Component for 
Treatment Verification 



Aerobic & Hypoxic Cell Killing with  

Carbon or Argon Beams 

Blakely et al. 



Blakely et al. 

LET-Dependence of HZE RBE & OER is Maximal Near 150 keV/mm 



Pristine and Extended Bragg Peaks of Carbon, Neon, Silicon & Argon  

Blakely et al. 1982 



RBE Values Have Been Used Safely for TP in RT 

With Some Uncertainties, But Is It An Adequate 

Measurement? 

• Historically, RBE increases with increasing LET to 

  100-200 keV/mm, and then declines due to “overkill effects”. 

 

• The assumed underlying mechanism is that when a minimum 

  energy is deposited (~10 eV) chemical bonds are broken and 

  any increasing absorbed energy at high LET is wasted. 

 

• There are quantitative and qualitative differences in the track  

  structures of charged particles compared to low-LET radiation, 

  and these lead to enhanced clustering of DNA damage, and 

  gene deletions and mutations. 

 



HZE particle track in emulsion 

Heckman et al.  
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Schematic Cross-Sectional View of a 

Heavy Particle Track 

Chatterjee, 

1980 



Belli et al, 2002 

Track-Dependent DNA Targets of Particle Radiation  



IT IS ALL ABOUT THE TRACKS!! 

•  If you compare protons and neon ions at the same LET 

   (~30 keV/um): 

• The ion beam with the lower charge (~ 1 MeV protons) 

  has lower velocity and smaller track radii compared to 

  the beam with the higher atomic number (~377 MeV/u 

Ne) 

 

• More energy is deposited by the lower energy ion (H) 

in a small target volume. 

 

• But more target molecules are hit by the higher energy  

  (Ne) ion beam due to the delta ray dose 

 

• This leads to both qualitative and quantitative 

differences between H and Ne. 

  



Radiation-Induced Oxidative Species  

•  Heavy ions and other high-LET ions produce 

   oxidative species that are distinctive from those  

   produced by low-LET radiations 

 

•  This leads to:  

• Decreased Oxygen Enhancement Ratios 

• Activation/Deregulation of transcriptional 

  gene pathways different from low-LET radiations 

• Decreased dependence on tumor cancer promoters 

• Development of distinct protective mechanisms 

• Unknown role for chronic inflammation 

• Uncertainties at low dose  



Footer 31 



Theoretical Biophysical Models of 

Radiation Effects 

• Algorithms to fit survival dose responses 

–Linear quadratic 

–Kellerer algorithm (1985) 

–Repair-Misrepair (RMR) (Tobias) 

–Lethal Potentially Lethal (LPL) (Curtis) 

• Amorphous Track Models 

–TST-Katz Model (Katz & Sharma, 1973) 

–Local Effect Model (LEM) Scholz et al., 1997 

–LEM II, III, IV (Elsasser et al., 2008, 2010) 

–LEM + FLUKA Monte Carlo (Mairani et al., 2010) 

–Microdosimetric Kinetic Model (MKM) Kase et al.,2006 

 Foot 32 



TWO NEW MODELING/TPS 

DEVELOPMENTS 

• Steinstraeter, O, Scholz, U, Friedrich, T, Kramer, 

M, Grun, R, Durante, M, and Scholz, M. 

 Integration of a model-independent interface 

 for RBE predictions in a treatment planning 

 system for active particle scanning, 

      Phys Med Biol 60 (2015) 6811-6831*  

     *Supported by Siemens. Uses beam-mixing  

 model of Lam, 1987, 1989. 

• Development of Ray Station by RaySearch. 

Footer 33 



Carbon Dose Specifications by 

Institute 

•  Specification of Carbon-Ion Doses at the NIRS 

(Matsufui et al., 2007) 

•  Specifying Carbon Ion Doses for Radiotherapy:  The 

Heidelberg Approach (Jakel et al., 2007) 

•  Biological intercomparison using gut crypt survivals 

for proton & carbon ion beams (Uzawa et al., 2007) 

Footer 34 



Matsufiji 2007 



Footer 36 

T. Kanai et al.: Int. J. 

 Radiation Oncology  

Biol. Phys. 44 (1999) 

 



HIMAC, HIBMC, GHMC, SAGA-HIMAT 

JAPAN 

Footer 37 



Key factors of original system 

HSG  
• primal target on C-ion RT 
• 10% survival 

• S=exp[-(αD+βD2)] 

• (α, β) of C as a parameter of LETD LQ 

• Harmonize with n-RT n-RT 



CERN Courier  Dec 6, 2006 

Pros & Cons of Original System 

Pros. 
• Simple pragmatic system suitable for dose-escalation study  

(only LET dependency was taken into account) 

• Abundant clinical experiences (more than 8,000 patients)  

• Established dose-fractionation regimes 

Cons. 
• Oversimplified approximation on contaminated fragments 
• Dose-level independent RBE (partially due to features of passive irradiation 

method) 

Requirements for updated system 
• Improved phys./biol. modeling of contaminated fragments 
• Dose-level dependent RBE  
• Harmonize with original model (succeed promising clinical results and 

established dose-fractionation regimes) 
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• RBE can be predicted from measurable quantity for any kinds of ions 
with various kinetic energies. 

• MK model is applicable in prediction of RBE in heavy-ion therapy 

Application of MKM in CRT 



Survival of HSG 

Domain 
Cylindrical volume with 
radius of rd, length of 
2rd 

MK parameters 
domain radius rd, nucleus radius 
Rn, α0   

From the energy imparted to the domain, survival fraction of HSG 
cell can be derived based on microdosimetric kinetic model (MKM). 

Ion 

cell 
cell nucleus 

～10 μm ～1 μm 

domain 

ε 



Current use of biology: model ver.1 (LQ) 

• HSG (human salivary gland) is chosen as the reference cell line. 
• Major target in the early clinical trials 
• Moderate radiation sensitivity 

• LQ (Linear Quadratic) model is applied to represent for the response. 
• a and b parameters are tabulated as a function of LET. 
• SOBP is designed at 10 % survival level based on the dose-averaged LET value. 

• The biological dose is scaled to clinical RBE=3.0 where the dose-averaged LET is 
80 keV/mm (near the distal end). 

• Biological RBE at the point is evaluated biologically comparable to that of fast 
neutron. 

• Clinical RBE of fast neutron therapy at NIRS is evaluated as 3.0. 

Kamada & Matsufuji 



Current use of biology: model ver.2 (MKM) 

• HSG (human salivary gland) is still chosen as the reference cell line. 
• Equivalency with the 1st model. 

• Cell survival is estimated based on the amount of microdosimetric energy 
imparted to domains (~1mm) in the cell nucleus. 
• More precise and accurate estimation possible for therapeutic beam including 

various fragments. 
• Estimated biological dose is scaled to the representative clinical dose distribution 

in the 1st model. 
• Same dose prescription possible. 

Y. Kase et al.: Radiat. Res., 166 (2006) 
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Universal estimation of biol. effect of 
various ion species 

HSG response is accurately estimated 
over the whole depth. 



Clinical-dose system based on CRT 
Original system Updated system 

Ref. radiation 200 kV X-ray C-ion (SOBP60, 350 MeV/u) 

endpoint 10% survival of HSG Prescribed survival of HSG 

scaling n-RT CRT (NIRS clinical experience) 

Original system Updated system 



Survival curve at center of SOBP 

Inaniwa et al., Phys. Med. Biol. 55 (2010) 

Biological RBE of therapeutic C-ion beams can be predicted with the MKM 

Implementation of MKM in TPS 

Depth-survival 

CERN Courier  Dec 6, 2006 



Clinical-dose system based on CRT 
Original system Updated system 

Clin. 
Dose 

Phys. 
Dose 

Dose 
dependent 
SOBP 
design 



HIT, Heidelberg, Germany 

Footer 47 



Microscopic dose distribution 

Mean Dose: 2 Gy 
 The LEM assumes, 

 that local response 
is independent of 
the radiation 
quality! 

  The nonlinear cell 
survival curve 
leads to an 
increased effect 
after high LET  
irradiation! 



Development of LEM versions 



Current status of LEM-based treatment 

planning 

Clinical routine:  

Based on LEM I (Scholz et al., Radiat. Env. Biophys. 1997) 

Tissue characteristic: a/b = 2 Gy (CNS, chordoma) 

Limitations: only for carbon, overestimation of RBE in 

entrance 

Tests and systematic planning studies: 

Based on LEM IV (Elsässer et al., IJROBP 2010) 

Variable tissue characteristic 

Applicable for all particle species with similar accuracy 

More realistic RBE in entrance region 

Scholz, 2013 



HOW IS THE LEM USED? 

• The main input to the LEM model are the initial 

photon alphas (extrapolated to dose zero) for 

carbon and all fragments (Z=1-6) at all energies. 

• The beta is then reconstructed from a relation to 

the cut-off dose at which the LQ becomes linear 

(very high doses). 

• From these data all the alpha and beta values for 

carbon and mixed radiation fields are 

reconstructed.   

Footer 51 



HOW IS THE LEM USED? 

(Continued) 

• Alpha & beta values are of course cell type 

specific. 

• Additional parameters are related to the 

trackstructures (microscopic dose). In LEM IV 

there is one more which is related to the domain 

size at which the DNA loop diameter is organized. 

• In LEM I-III, the no. of DSB clusters is a relevant 

quantity, rather than just DSBs. 

 

Footer 52 



Principles of the Local Effect Model 
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Comparison of RBE data with LEM 

• In the Peak-region, data are better described by LEM III+IV 

 In the plateau region, data show no dose dependence 

Which LEM should be clinically applied? 

Data:  
Debus 2003,  
Karger 2006 
 
LEM: 
Elsässer 2008 

Rat  
Spinal 
Chord 



[Schulz-Ertner, IJROBP 2007] 

FSRT 

Protons 

C-Ions 

conventional RT 

Clinical data: validation of the LEM I  



MRI-visible temporal lobe reactions 

LEM I LEM I vs LEM IV 

Problem with Lawrence 2010 

 Prescribed rather than local dose 

 Risk per patient rather than TL 

 Large 95%-CIs 

(Schlampp 2011,  
 Gillmann 2014) 

 Currently, re-analysis of proton data from PSI (Pehlivan 2012)  

 LEM I vs LEM IV: available photon data do not allow decision 

 LEM IV: clinically significant increase of TD5 (9.5 Gy (RBE)!) 

Late toxicity after carbon ion RT: 
dose response for contrast enhancement in the temporal lobes 

n=59, 2002-2003, FU 2,5 years 

Clinically, there is no indication for a wrong RBE 



Tsujii 2007 

LET and RBE of Carbon-Ion Beams 



  CNAO      Pavia, Italy 



www.cnao.it 

In vitro characterization 
 The aim of both in vitro and  in vivo experiments was to 

radiobiologically characterize the CNAO clinical carbon beam 

and to assess possible RBE variations among carbon ion beams 

produced at different facilities. Work done in collaboration with 

INFN.  

Rossi S, Physica Medica, 2015  

The dose-effect curves obtained were found to be in good agreement with those obtained 

with the Carbon ion beam of NIRS, and RBE values calculated in different positions of the 

SOBP are within the ranges of values published for the Japanese beams. 



www.cnao.it 

Facoetti A et al, Rad Prot Dosimetry, 2015  

In vivo characterization 

The carbon-ion beam at CNAO is 

biologically identical to the ones 

of NIRS and GSI, since a <7% 

difference of RBE is noticed 

between the facilities. 

Work done in collaboration with 

NIRS and University of Pavia. 



www.cnao.it 

The main topics for the present/next radiobiological research in 

CNAO comprise tissue, cell and molecular experimental 

activities aiming to investigate the mechanisms of response 

after particle irradiation: 

• Mechanisms of radioresistance  

• Healthy tissues and microenvironment response  

• Effects of existing and/or new radiosensitising agents 

with high LET radiations 

• Effects of combination of low and high LET radiation 

• Low doses effects 

… 

 

R&D 



SPHIC,  Shanghai, China 

Footer 62 
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Local Effect Model - Idea 

Courtesy Siemens 

Basic Idea of the LEM: 

• Use biological response from the x-ray world (e.g. a, b values) 

• Use data about cell geometry 

• Use physical data to calculate the microscopic dose 
deposition  
for each beam fragment 

• Calculate RBE by simulation 

X-ray 

Sensitivity 

Of Biological 

Materials 

(Alpha, Beta) 

Diameter 

Of Cell 

Nucleus 

Fragment 

Type and 

Energy 

Microscopic 

Dose Distribution 

Around Ion 

Track 



Local Effect Model: Basic Principle 

 

Footer 64 



Courtesy Siemens 



Six ion species are used in computation: 

Mote Carlos LEM Computation method according to  Krämer and Scholz  



Monte Carlo LEM Computation method 

according to  Krämer and Scholz  

 

Footer 67 

Six ion species are used 

 in computation 



CIRT Effective Biological Dose 

Computation 

 

Footer 68 

Input parameters in the TPS: 

 

Cell-specific photon α and β, Dcut 

 

Radius of cell nucleus: Rnucl 

 

Table of initial RBE of all  

applicable particles  

 



MedAustron, Wiener-Neustadt, Austria 

Footer 69 



MedAustron 

In December 2015, the first clinical release of the 

RayStation carbon TPS will use LEM I; however, the 

research version will have access to LEM I-IV. 

     Dr. Lembit Sihver 

    

Footer 70 



TREATMENT PLANNING APPROACHES 

AT CARBON ION CLINICAL FACILITIES 

WORLDWIDE 

Country  Model/TPS 

JAPAN  MODIFIED MKM--IN-HOUSE TPS 

GERMANY  LEM—IN-HOUSE TPS 

ITALY   LEM/MKM- RAY STATION 

CHINA  LEM 

AUSTRIA  LEM- RAY STATION 

Footer 71 



Issues for standardizing & reporting carbon-

ion treatments planning and prescribed dose 

• International standards for ion dose reporting currently 

do not exist & will hinder clinical comparisons.  

• Most controversial issue in the reporting of dose is not 

the physical absorbed dose, but the definition of the 

biologically- or clinically-equivalent dose. 

• Two different Carbon ion RBE strategies are currently 

in use, but research collaborations have brought fruitful 

tools to the ion therapy clinic to allow comparisons of 

any differences.    



New Era for Charged Particle 

Radiobiology 

• Human genome mapped & being mined for tumor and normal 

tissue data on radioresponse 

•  Powerful new genomic & proteomic tools available 

•   Focus on individualized medicine 

•  Networks of gene & protein pathways identified 

•  Gene expression profiles change in a dose- and time-dependent 

fashion after exposure to particles of variable LET 

• Tailored 3-D image-guided & intensity modulated physics 

•  Theoretical biophysical modeling is guiding treatment 

optimization, but more work is needed to understand 

microdosimetric energy deposition effects 
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Open Questions  

Optimal Particle Species 

Differential effects: tissue dependence 

Hypofractionation 

Volume Effects 

Secondary Cancer Induction  

Individual Sensitivity and Immunological Status 

Role of reduced OER 

Combined Radio-Chemotherapy 

Modelling 
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